Let T (x; r) denote the total occupation measure of the ball of radius r centered at x for Brownian motion in IR 3 . We prove that sup jxj 1 T (x; r)=(r 2 j log rj) ! 16= 2 a.s. as r ! 0, thus solving a problem posed by Taylor in 1974. Furthermore, for any a 2 (0; 16= 2 ), the Hausdor dimension of the set of \thick points" x for which lim sup r!0 T (x; r)=(r 2 j log rj) = a, is almost surely 2 ? a 2 =8; this is the correct scaling to obtain a nondegenerate \multifractal spectrum" for Brownian occupation measure. Analogous results hold for Brownian motion in any dimension d > 3. These results are related to the LIL of Ciesielski and Taylor (1962) for the Brownian occupation measure of small balls, in the same way that L evy's uniform modulus of continuity, and the formula of Orey and Taylor (1974) for the dimension of \fast points", are related to the usual LIL. We also show that the lim inf scaling of T (x; r) is quite di erent: we exhibit non-random c 1 ; c 2 > 0, such that c 1 < sup x lim inf r!0 T (x; r)=r 2 < c 2 a.s. In the course of our work we provide a general framework for obtaining lower bounds on the Hausdor dimension of random fractals of`limsup type'.
Introduction
For any Borel measurable function f from 0 t T to IR d we denote by f T its occupation measure: In the last decade, much insight into the structure of various measures has been gained from their multifractal analysis. A general introduction to this analysis can be Research partially supported by NSF grant #DMS-9403553. y Research partially supported by NSF grants #DMS-9404391 and #DMS-9803597 z Research supported, in part, by grants from the NSF and from PSC-CUNY. x This research was supported, in part, by a US-Israel BSF grant. Research at MSRI is supported in part by NSF grant DMS-9701755. 1 found in Olsen 11] , Reidi 20] and Falconer 6] ; certain important random measures were analyzed by Hu takes the value 2 for all points x in the range fW t 0 t Tg. In particular, the usual multifractal spectrum a 7 ! dimfx 2 IR d : H older( W T ; x) = ag vanishes for all a 6 = 2, a > 0. Indeed, this fact was crucial in Kaufman's work 9], written long before the term \multifractal" was invented.
Rather than being the end of the story, this means that standard multifractal analysis must be re ned to capture the delicate uctuations of occupation measure under scaling; the problem of obtaining such a re ned analysis was posed by Hu and Taylor 7, Pg. 287] in 1997, but it is closely linked to problems posed by Taylor 25] in 1974. Our main results, Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 below, resolve these problems.
The correct scaling for studying the uctuations of occupation measure was already indicated by Taylor 25] ; more details were given by Perkins- Taylor (ii) The dimension of certain exceptional fast points was determined by Orey- Taylor (ii') The dimension of exceptional thick times is given by (1.4) above.
(iii') Our results (1.7) and (1.9) give the largest occupation measure possible for a small ball.
Further remarks on Theorem 1.1.
Perhaps more signi cant than the numerical values obtained in (1.3) and (1.4) is the insight gained, while proving these results, about the manner by which the \thick points" on the Brownian path arise. The key to our proof of The- , remains bounded almost surely as ! 0. The following theorem provides a pathwise asymptotic formula for the moment generating function of that ratio. In one sense, it is ner than Theorem 1.1, since it yields a precise estimate of the total duration in 0; 1] that the Brownian particle spends in balls of radius that have unusually high occupation measure (see Corollary 1.5 below). Such an estimate (which is an analogue in our setting of the \coarse multifractal spectrum", cf. Reidi 20] ), cannot be inferred from Theorem 1. Intuitively, the reason for this contrast is that for a point to be in the set considered in (1.3), it only needs to satisfy a certain condition at in nitely many scales, so that set can appear large at other scales; these scales can be used to pack many disjoint balls with centers in the set. Points considered in (1.14), however, must satisfy a (less stringent) condition at all scales. The next section contains a discussion of fractals \of limsup type" and a general lower bound (Theorem 2.1) for their Hausdor measure. In Section 3 we prove the crucial Localization Lemma 3. 
Random fractals of limsup type
Suppose that for each n 1, a nite union A(n) of intervals of length n is given.
Assume that n ! 0 as n ! 1, and that the number of intervals comprising A(n) grows like a negative power of n . We call A := lim sup A(n) = T 1 n=1 S 1 k=n A(k) a fractal of limsup type. We will be interested in situations in which the A(n) are random, and in hypotheses on their distribution which will allow us to obtain dimension bounds on A. The main result of this section, Theorem 2.1, provides a general framework for obtaining lower bounds on the Hausdor measure of random fractals of limsup type.
Random sets that are (well approximated by) random fractals of limsup type include:
The fast points of Orey- Taylor The sets Thick a in Theorem 1.1 . Such random sets di er qualitatively from the random fractals most frequently encountered (e.g. ranges, graphs, levels sets and slow points of Brownian motion). For instance, the packing dimension of sets of limsup type is typically full, hence larger than their Hausdor dimension; see Corollary 2.4. In particular, that corollary implies that the sets of fast points of 12] have packing dimension 1 (The assertion to the contrary in 26, Pg. 401] is wrong).
Three general methods have been employed to establish lower bounds for Hausdor dimension of random fractals of limsup type. (These methods were used earlier for other sets).
Orey-Taylor 12] constructed a Frostman measure directly, using estimates on binomial probabilities. Their method is expounded by . This elegant method requires strong independence assumptions \within levels", and it is di cult to re ne it to handle sets de ned by an equality, like Thick a , rather than an inequality. Orey-Taylor 12, Pg. 185] state that this can be done for the random fractals of limsup type which they consider, the Brownian fast points, by \tightening their argument", but extending this to more general situations seems quite hard.
Intersection properties with an independent random set (the range of a stable subordinator) were used by 
We emphasize that no independence or correlation assumptions are made relating Z I and Z J for I and J of di erent lengths.
H ' (A) > 0 immediately implies that dim(A) .
Theorem 2.1 can be applied to the \fast points" and \thick points" of a variety of processes; the only essential requirements are stationarity of increments, suitable decay of correlations and (for discontinuous processes) bounds on the jump probabilities. The non-vanishing of Hausdor measure is proved in Theorem 2.1, rather than merely a bound on dimension, in order to handle the sets We will apply Theorem 2.1 below to prove Theorem 1.1. In that application, we will take '(r) = r 1? j log 2 (r)j 13 with p n 2 ?n for some 0 < < 1 and (n) = n 12 , where throughout this paper, log 2 stands for the logarithm to the base 2. Theorem 2.1, which is formulated for random fractals of limsup type in 0; 1], has an obvious generalization to random`fractals of limsup type' in 0; 1] d . In this setup we can take '(r) to be any gauge function which is regularly varying of index 2 (0; d) as r # 0, and replace (2.1) and (2.2) by Var(M n (I)) (n)IE(M n (I)) = (n)p n 2 d(n?m) and 2 ?dn (n)=('(2 ?n )p n ) ! 0 respectively.
The proof of such a generalization is basically identical to the proof of Theorem 2.1. To establish Theorem 2.1 we need two lemmas. The rst one is a version of the well-known connection between energy and Hausdor measure. For the reader's convenience, we include the brief proof. The following lemma, which, roughly speaking, controls the \quadratic variation" of the random sets A(n), is the key to the proof of Theorem 2.1. Recall that ' n = 1='(2 ?n ), and note that by (2.2), for any`we can choose an integer n(`) >`such that ' n (D) (2 n?`p n ) 2 C2 ?`: Since the right-hand side is summable in`, we conclude that the summands inside the last expectation tend to 0 a.s. as`! 1. In particular, there exists`0(!) < 1 such that for all` `0(!) and D 2 D`, we have
To deduce (2.5), observe that
Next, we calculate 
and note that by (2.5),
To establish the theorem, we will construct a (random) probability measure , 
It is straightforward to verify that this assignment is consistent and that is supported on \ k 1 A(`k). For k 2 and J as in (2.12), two applications of (2.10) and 
(n) 2 n?m p n = (n)' n 2 n p n 2 m ' n 2 m ' n where the last step used (2.2) with n su ciently large. The assumption that ' is regularly varying of index > 0 certainly implies that ' n 2 n=2 for large n. . We now show that in fact each J 2 I has non-empty intersection with A := \ k 1 A(`k). By applying (2.17) with m =`2 k and n =`k +1 , we deduce that every interval J 2 I contains an interval J k+1 2 A(`k +1 ). Then, from (2.17) it follows that every interval J 2 I contains an in nite nested sequence of intervals J r 2 A(`r), r k + 1, hence has non-empty intersection with A := \ k 1 A(`k) as claimed. Since jIj = 2`2 k ?`k we have that N`2 k (A \ V ) 2`2 k ?`k for all large k, and this implies that dim P (A ) = 1 a.s. by the criterion in (2.16). 2 
Localization
Throughout this section, c, c 0 denote positive, nite constants, independent of , the values of which may change from line to line, using the notation a b if lim !0 a=b = 1.
To derive lower bounds on the Hausdor dimension of the sets appearing in Theorem 1.1, as well as for proving (1.7), it is crucial to be able to consider the occupation measure of a ball of radius over a small time interval (of length which tends to zero with ), rather than over an interval of constant length.
Surprisingly, it turns out that with only a small loss in probability, we can work with rather short time intervals; the following lemma makes this precise. (we have taken T = 2 rather than T = 1 to avoid boundary e ects here). The Localization Lemma, Lemma 3.1, shows that for I 2 D n , and all n large enough, p n = P(Z I = 1) 2 ?a n=2 . Thus, Corollary 4.1 will be established once we verify the variance condition (2. Assuming this for the moment, x a 2= and let V n;j = B(x j ; n ). For any x 2 B(0; k) there exists j 2 f0; : : : ; K n g such that x 2 V n;j and B(x; n ) B(x j ; (1+ ) n ). Consequently, n m j2An V n;j forms a cover of D a by sets of maximal diameter 2 m . Since V n;j have diameter 2 n , it follows from (5.4) that for = 2 ? (1 ? 5 ) (6.6) for any > 0 and x x( ). Hence, whenever a^b (1 ? ) 2 2 n =j log n j, P W ?a;b] (B(0; n )) (1 ? ) 2 2 n =j log n j 2=(1? ) n (6.7) 21 for all n n 0 ( ), which is the good upper bound we need. In particular, using W t s = W t+s ? W t for the time-shifted path, this shows that for all n n 0 ( ), P(ẑ 1 2 2 n =j log n j t 1 ? (1 ? ) 2 2 n =j log n j (6.9) On the other hand, if 0 t 1 but condition (6.9) does not hold, (i.e. for t close to 0 or 1), we can no longer use the good upper bound (6.8), but must work with the following bound which comes from (6.5):
for all n n 1 ( ), some n 1 ( ) < 1.
To apply these estimates for proving (6. Nn min i=1ẑ 1 (W t i;n ; n ) : (6.11) On the other hand, we see that condition (6.9) is satis ed by all but the rst and last k points of the form t = t i;n , i = 1; : : : ; N n . Hence, using the good upper bound (6.8) for those t i;n , and the bound (6.10) for the remaining 2k t i;n 's we have P( As for (7.5), we rst rewrite dt: Unraveling the de nitions we see that for each xed n, the I n;k ; 0 k n are identically distributed, and I n;k is measurable with respect to the -algebra generated by f W n ?1 t+s ? W n ?1 t ; kn t (k+1)n ; ?n s ng. Hence I n;k ; I n;k 0 are independent as soon as jk ? k 0 j 3 To complete the proof consider # 0, for which 2 ? ? ! a . Therefore, n m j2Hn U n;j forms a 2 m -cover of D a for any m 1. Since U n;j has diameter 2 n , it follows from (9.2) that Clearly, j2Hn U n;j forms a 2 n -cover of D m (a=b) for any n m. Thus, from ; (9.6) 
